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THE STORY PREMISE

The Humanity Machine is a process or
means by which Love is created
and comes into being.
“Harvesting the Moment” is a story
about the sojourn
to confirm its’ existence.
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THE STORY UNFOLDS
Act I The Sojourn Begins
The atmosphere has become tinged with voices quietly whispered yet, urgent and
heartfelt. Not everywhere, not all at once, seemingly they are evenly dispersed
throughout the land. The sentiment is not heard by all, for the world moves loud and
fast. There are a few, upon hearing the melancholic soliloquies, who become ignited with
empathy and filled with a “questsense”. They pack light and lighthearted.

Act II A Host of Harbingers
The host of harbingers have now created an unbridled curiosity and a hunger
for a deeper understanding. How can mankind harvest this moment and undeniably
confirm the existence and power of unlimited goodness?

Act III The New Cultural Outpost
Whenever there is a purpose, passion and heartfelt whisper- a love story could not be far
away. There was a time... in all of time... when it was time. This is the time for miracle
and magic. This is the time for wonder and amazement. This is the perfect time for
enchantment and mystery. Finally we have found the one true place where all the
intentions align and the message becomes clear.

Act IV Geomancy- the Spirit of Place
There is an infatuation in the wind. The sails of the soul are billowed and full with sweet
possibilities. There is an intention scrawled on the heart of the poet “find the source and
you will find the love”. The fires in the night are still raging and a poem sung to the stars
summons an Angel of Love.

Act V All the World is Smitten
The global resonance is palpable. There has been a reconciliation with the spirit of
nature and the balance restored. The source of love is radiating harmony and
community. Once again connectivity, commonality and goodwill prevails. This is a
fortuitous moment. The pebble has finally met the pond.
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The Sojourn Begins
The Humanity Machine “Harvesting the Moment”
November 13th thru November 27th, 2013

Edward Casagrande and Mark Macomber
Announce the world premier of their latest enterprise.
An original music score and sculptural stage production.
A true concordance of art and music.
A multimedia experience live on stage at the Anderson Theater.

A Small Story of a Large Love
The adventure unfolds within a multi dimensional musical sojourn
to verify once and for all the existence
of this metaphorical, mythological machine.
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WORLD PREMIER
The Humanity Machine “Harvesting the Moment”
November 13th thru November 27th, 2013

Edward Casagrande and Mark Macomber
Continue their collaboration.

2012 Successes
“The Humanity Outpost”, a 22 day event celebrating sculptural art and music,
presented at the World Peace Bell Museum, Newport, KY.

“Bridging Humanity” at Art Prize, a 19 day invitation only,
international juried art exhibition hosted by the city of Grand Rapids Michigan.
There was a time in all of time when it was time.
This could have been the time for miracle and magic.
This should have been the time for wonder and amazement.
This would have been the time for enchantment and mystery.
We had forgotten ONE very important thing.

LOVE
The Humanity Machine “Harvesting the Moment” is now boarding.
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BIOS GRAVITAS
“The best stories are true stories”
Mark and Edward have been on a sojourn of concurrent career paths for
many decades. This collective path has now led them to the creation of
The Humanity Machine brand
Here’s the story.

Collective Experience
85 years of design experience
75 years of entrepreneurial experience
22 years of trade show exhibitions
21 years of architectural design
45 years of community service

Individual Experience
Edward: 19 years owner custom sculpture studio
Edward: 11 years architectural design consultant
Edward: 7 years corporate product development
Edward: 3 years editorial writing
Mark: 45 years singer, songwriter, performer
Mark: 33 years owner architectural design-build firm
Mark: 22 years construction project management
Mark: 11 years professional touring musician

Current Collective Experience
3 years researching developing and touring with The Humanity Machine
2 years designing The Humanity Machine “Harvesting the Moment”

Bios Caveat
We would be pleased to expand, clarify, and provide additional information.
References upon request.

A SENSORIAL EXPERIENCE

Your sojourn begins as soon as you enter the magnificent lobby of
the Anderson Center. You are immediately enchanted by the
spectacular, sensorial experience of The Humanity Machine.
The journey then continues to the final curtain call and reception.
You and your guests will be submerged in an uplifting,
musical, artistic and theatrical performance.
The Humanity Machine “Harvesting the Moment” is simply
an intention for global goodwill, commonality and community.
The story is a celebration of the best and highest qualities of humanity.
The world premier of this original story and musical score
reinforces a hope for kindness, a belief in love and an optimism
for the connectivity of humankind.
The 90 minute journey will fill hearts with joy.
The Humanity Machine experience continues with a reception complete
with full cast, photo opportunities and other special surprises.
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TEAM APPRECIATION

The Humanity Machine “Harvesting the Moment” offers a beautiful opportunity
during the holiday season to show appreciation and gratitude to your team.
This theatrical venue and world premier performance, provides the perfect opportunity
to engage your team in building cooperative spirit and a positive culture.

VENUE
The production is scheduled to be held at the new Anderson Center Theater.
A “state of the art” facility located 10 minutes from downtown Cincinnati.

AMENITIES
Spectacular sculptural exhibit in the lobby & mezzanine
220 plush seats with oversized aisle seats
Flexible show times available
Handicapped accessible

CATERING THE MOMENT
Beautiful delicacies designed and prepared to nourish the body, mind & spirit

ADVANTAGES
This event is self contained requiring minimal internal planning on your part.
We provide posters and printed show information to inspire enthusiasm.
The World Premier Performance guarantees a memorable experience.
All guests will enjoy photo opportunities with full cast after the show.
Discounts available at the Humanity Machine Marketplace

RETAIL GIFTING
Original and unique gifting items from our catalogue of artifacts
which celebrate the memory of the show experience.

CATERING THE MOMENT
The Humanity Machine “Harvesting the Moment”
Featuring organic and vegetarian “Humanity Themed Delicacies”
that titillate the culinary palette.
A wide array of savory menu options customized
to nourish the body, mind & spirit.

Package #1
Includes fresh fruit, bottled water, fruit juice, tea and coffee

Package #2 Sample Menu
Veggies & Dips

International Cheese & Bread

Olives
Carrots and Celery
Broccoli and Cauliflower
Grape Tomatoes
Herbal Hummus
Dill and Yogurt Dip
“Local” Honey Lavender Dip
Tamari Ginger Dip

Varieties of World Breads
Array of Exotic Cheeses
Amazing Dips & Spreads

Seasonal Fruits
Apples
Grapes
Berries
Pineapple
Figs and Dates

Seasonal Delicacies
Butternut Squash Bisque
Saffron Rice
Veggie Roll Ups
Tamari Ginger Stir Fry Veggies
Savory Canapes
Apple Sauce with World Spices

Desserts
Cupcakes
Pirouettes
Crystallized Ginger
Exotic Mints

Package #3
Traditional and Creative Organic Vegetarian Delicacies customized and catered
to your needs. Other options include buffet or complete dinners with private
dining room, alcoholic beverages and valet parking.
Costs to be determined
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CAST OF CHARACTERS

MM
A troubadour poet with a penchant for mythography. His guitar, Sonica, is his navigational
wayfinder. This myth-idled wayfarer is an eloquent wordsmith and harmonic concordinist.
MM is a consummate sojournist who find himself on a never ending adventure to discover
the true source of love.

MoNat
She is the wind and the waves, molten and mountainous, atmospheric and astronomical,
an ethereal force in perpetual motion. She epitomizes the spirit of earth, spirit of time
and spirit of place. She is the genius of geomancy.

Moni
The eyes and ears of civilization, cultural voyeur, trendographer and social medium.
Moni is a host of harbingers and an interpreter of the navigational practice of wayfinding.

Manny Kind
The “big voice of the little people”. Host of the globally syndicated talk show “The future of
this rock rock rock” on WMKD 111.1 FM. His beloved fans regard him as “the wise wiseguy”.
His urbanity is all about humanity, he attracts the brightest celestial celebrities. There is a
very good chance his next guest will guarantee his radio infamy.

DaDawn
The “spirit of the night”. Host of the pre-dawn radio theater show “DaDawns’ Early Light”
on WKND 111.2 FM. She is the ultimate, unequivocal provacatress, advocate naturnal,
wonderluster, earth femme and, cultural pundit. Her nocturnality speaks to the heart of
humanity. She entertains her listeners with the strongest femme energy in the world.
Her next show will be historic.

The Story
A band of sonic harbingers. Worldwide well-worn wonderlusters who’ve earned their chops the
old fashioned way, by playing! “The Story” is the house band for humanity, recipients of
multiple “Manny Awards” and currently on tour driving their quintessential seminole album
“Harvesting the Moment”.

Celeste
A dreamcatcher, a stardancer and a harvester of intentions. Celeste is an iconic apparition
of love and a perpetual gyroscopic icon. She manifests as a harbinger bedazzled in the
jewels of the galaxy brilliantly choreographed on the shore of dreams.

CAST OF CHARACTERS
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Ava Ava (the Vardom)
A transportation portal, gateway, passageway and threshold essential to the transposing
of characters wherever, whenever and however. The apex and the epitome of adventure
vehicles anointed with “state of the art” navigational and wayfinding accoutrements.
“Ava Ava” is emblazoned with the inscription “Avardom O Modrava” which loosely translates
to “I travel to confirm goodness”.

Shaduex L’amour (the Shadowbox)
Celebrates the light and the dark by casting sensorial images that materialize from intentions
harvested from the atmosphere. This gossameric filter and harvesting sail continually billows
with the imagery of fleeting moments and transforms them into cumulistic atmospheric
essence.

Tuning Fork Heart
A filimental device that resonates to the modality of love and is tuned to the frequency of
goodness, a bridging conduit that modulates mankind with nature. Activates whenever two forces vibrate in harmony. Also acts as a navigational and logoistic device that is calibrated to locate
rivers of unseen energy and good vibrations on land sea and air. The geomechanism of choice by
seasoned wayfarers.

Melodica
She is the melodelicious audiosonic harmonic muse that bridges the spirit of the individual with
the spirit of the collective. Her melodies weave throughout the sojourn and mythography to
harvest the moment and confirm a true source of love. She pours through the hearts and souls
of musicians, poets and artists.

Sonica
She is the well-strung, well-spring of Melodica and harbinger of the harmonic concordance. Her
enigmatic origins are virtually unknown. Her story unfolds only when she is held lovingly during
performance. Sonica is the origin of the sounds heard in every dream.

The Fandangoes
Highly charged energy cells that gather vibratory intonations. These cells are the building
blocks of the supermoment. Nicknamed atomic fireflies, they react when two crucial ingredents,
harmony and essential happiness, reach a state of maximum goodness creating a filimental nova burst of extreme crystalline translumenessence.

Projectimus Intendimus
The instrument and harbinger of positive intentions projected from the hearts and souls of
mankind onto to the universal screen of life, precipitating wishes and dreams into fruition.

SHOW NOMENCLATURE

The following “SHOW NOMENCLATURE” has been carefully hand crafted for your reading
pleasure. Our intention is to engage your curiosity and inspire you to explore our show
lexicon, tone, jargon and character development. Our mission is to lighten hearts and foster a
deeper connection. Now boarding… see you there! Edward Casagrande & Mark Macomber
Angel
Powerfully pure and bright energy that represents otherworldly optimism.
Artifact
Important cultural litter that holds meaningful memories.
Atmospherics
Unexplainable and palpable good feelings seemingly occurring in the air.
Atomic Fireflies
A nickname for the Fandangoes.
Audiosonic
The sound of pleasant harmonics as they enchant the souls of all living things.
Bios Gravitas
A list of accomplishments.
Concordinist
One who orchestrates the engagement of harmony with humanity.
Cordinista
The femme aspect of orchestrating the engagement of harmony with humanity.
Cultural Outpost
An exciting place to end a day of travel filled with culture and humanity. A destination where
one can refuel senses and celebrate with humanity. A restful state of mind usually associated
with learning great new things about humanity. An experience, where, by being open to the
best of humanity, you become a better member of humanity.

SHOW NOMENCLATURE
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Cumulistic Atmospheric Essence
The phenomena that occurs when intentions precipitate love and reigns over all of humanity.
Dreamwhisperer
An ethereal voice that acts as a narrator and navigator through the infinite world of dreams.
Esprit de Femme
A universal energy that balances everything, especially issues that are out of balance.
Undeniably one of the most vital energies to the overall harmonic workings of the world.
Filamental
Pertaining to a catalytic occurrence associated with an extreme and sudden influx of energy.
Geomancy
A realm where human consciousness meets and dialogues with the spirit of Earth.
A location where the spirit of place (genius loci) intersects with the spirit of time.
Geomechanism
A navigational timepiece that calibrates where you are, where you’ve been and where you are
going in a single moment and directs one to the path of least resistance.
Gossameric
The characteristic of a filtering veil, scrim or fabric like sail that is capable of harvesting
fleeting moments.
Harbinger
A messenger with a propensity for spontaneous, positive forecasts delivered from unsuspected
sources, generally announcing upcoming events that have a high probability of coming
to fruition.
Harmonic Concordance
A happenstance between harmony and humanity which results in a highly spirited convergence
burgeoning with good vibrations. An inordinate amount of optimistic conditions happening all
at once.
Harvesting the Moment
The practice and technique of collecting and harnessing the “now and the right now”.
The ethical standard treatment for all harvested moments is to tag and instantly release.
Heartatomaquatic
A phenomena that occurs when intentions are charged and saturated with pure essence,
resulting in a cloudburst of love reigning over all of humanity.
Intention
A thought charged with positive energy, generally associated with the greater good.
Logostic
Of or referring to an iconoclastic symbol often associated with a brand such as
The Humanity Machine brand.

SHOW NOMENCLATURE
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Mankind
Every one of us, doing everything, everywhere, every way, every moment.
Melodelicious
A tasty melodic morsel.
Millennials
The current generation that has perfected the art of interpersonal communication with 140
characters or less. Heir apparent to the future with unlimited access to knowledge.
Myth-idled
To be saturated with myth.
Mythographer
A curious seeker and a duly noter driven to the places where cultural stories, myths, lore,
and rumors originate
Mythography
The amazing land formations, realms, environs and magical places where myth happens.
Naturnal
One who is infatuated with the performance nature displays only at night.
Nocturnality
In and of the night.
Nomanclaturist
A wordsmith adept in the art of translating artistic and scientific jargon into nomenclature.
An inventor of new languages.
Penchant
An affinity or passion driven desire.
Positude
An attitude that is positively charged.
Provacatress
An advocate and activist for monumental change, a cultural catalyst that gently awakens
and guides the sleep walking.
Pundit
A character who’s Bios Gravitas sanctions them to make observations and opine about
current events, celebrities and change agents.
Questsense
An overwhelming desire to find the answer.
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Sojourn
A very important journey having way more “mojo” than a vacation or “getaway”. Usually
associated with the hope for a discovery of a massively important artifact, navigational device
or landmark followed by an awakening. The past has passed, the here is now and the future
translumenessent.
Sojournist
A person who has a propensity to sojourn.
Solace
An emotion that addresses extreme relief associated with the resolution of worrisome events
and conditions.
Sonic Harbinger
A musical messenger.
Sensorial
Using all of your senses to confirm you are alive and well in the present, and still capable of
having a good time.
Stardancer
A dancer adeptly skilled in the art of intergalactic star-room dancing.
Supermoment
The most highly charged moment in the moment family.
Team
An extended family in the business culture. Included but not limited to; employees,
suppliers, clientele, management, contractors and sometimes accidentally, the families of the
aforementioned.
The Humanity Machine (THM)
A mythological, metaphorical, hyper-optimistic, mechanism and fanciful contraption that duly
notes all of the good things that happen, all over the planet at the same time. A simple tool of
hope.
Translumenessence
The ultimate brightness.
Trendographer
An individual, researcher, instinctual savant, “cultural-nista” that scours the planet for signs,
trends, tendencies or patterns that might lead to the discovery of all the right ingredients
required to produce the “next big thing.” An intellectual alchemist.
Tuning fork heart
A navigational and logoistic device that is calibrated to sense good vibrations on land, sea and
air. It also acts as a divining rod to help indicate the rivers of unseen energy present
everywhere. A universal icon for love and harmony.
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Urbanity
In, of or about the gathering of humanity together in close proximity.
Vardom
A mobile portal, gateway, threshold, or passage to another side. A reliable ride for all
sojournists and mythographical voyages.
Wayfarer
A restless, rambling spirit that doesn’t really feel comfortable in one place since there are so
many places to be, so much to see and so much to do.
Wayfinder/Cairn
An architectonic harbinger. A structure along a route, that cryptically indicates how to navigate
through mythography, uncharted waters and airways.
Way Station
Any place one chooses to pause temporarily while traveling on the way to a destination.
Womankind
A critical component vital to the larger notion of Mankind. The balancing force necessary to
perpetuate a harmonious planet.
Wonderluster
A curious being that wonders about everything with ratcheted up verve and passion.
Wordsmith
A nomanclaturist agile in the hand crafting of words and phrases. Their words, when lavishly
enrobed and expertly applied, evoke an emotional response more effectively than using all
of the same trite, uninspired, ordinary, boring words.
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